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Introduction
When evaluating a methodology such as Information Mapping's method, it isn't a good idea to ask "Is it a good thing?" and expect to get a simple "yes" or "no" answer.

That is an unsophisticated view of evaluation. You wouldn't ask that of a large truck or an automobile. You would use the kind of approach used in consumer report magazines. They break down the question of "Is it a good product?" into several questions. Similarly, managers need to ask a series of questions about the methodology that Information Mapping has developed.

Overview of Research Results

Basically, the approach is to first, look at the purpose(s) for which the products are used; then, establish a set of criteria by which to judge the product; and finally, develop some kind of matrix of results from which to make your final decision.

On this page, we list the questions managers should be asking about Information Mapping's method, and provide the page numbers in this chapter where the answers can be found.

Major Questions in Evaluating Information Mapping's Method

- Effectiveness: Does it work at all? Can people learn from this system? Can they use it for reference work? (See p. 6)
- Comparative Effectiveness: How does it work compared to other approaches? (See p. 8)
- User Acceptance: Do users like it and use it? (See p. 12)
- Business Effectiveness: How well does it work in real world business situations? (See p. 10)
- Teaching Effectiveness: Can you teach it to others consistently? (See p. 14)
- Other Evaluation Questions
  - Can you measure critical variables in its components? (See p. 36)
  - Will it aid in discovery of design flaws in other parts of the process? (See p. 40)

Questions About Effectiveness

- Effectiveness: Does it work at all? Can people learn from this system? Can they use it for reference work? (See p. 6)
- Comparative Effectiveness: How does it work compared to other approaches? (See p. 8)
- User Acceptance: Do users like it and use it? (See p. 12)
- Business Effectiveness: How well does it work in real world business situations? (See p. 10)
- Teaching Effectiveness: Can you teach it to others consistently? (See p. 14)

Questions About Use

- What other operating characteristics do you find? (See p. 16)
- Scaling Up and Scaling Down: Does it work on large as well as small projects? (See p. 20)
- Teaching Effectiveness: Can you teach it to others consistently? (See p. 14)
- Business Effectiveness: How well does it work in real world business situations? (See p. 10)
- User Acceptance: Do users like it and use it? (See p. 12)

Questions About Cost/Effectiveness

- Does it work under difficult conditions? (See p. 18)
- Does it work in very constrained situations? (See p. 22)
- Does it work in special training situations? (See p. 26)

Other Evaluation Questions

- Is it cost-effective for its mission? (See p. 32)
- How do you evaluate the parts and subassemblies? (See p. 34)
- Can you do creative things with it? (See p. 38)

Questions About Other Evaluation Questions

- Besides all that efficiency and effectiveness, can you provide an attractive and comfortable journey? (See p. 28)
- How do you evaluate the parts and subassemblies? (See p. 34)
- Will it aid in discovery of design flaws in other parts of the process? (See p. 40)
- Can you measure critical variables in its components? (See p. 36)
- Can you do creative things with it? (See p. 38)
Introduction

We can look at the question of this chapter: “How do you evaluate something like Information mapping's method?” by a parallel examination of an analogous question: “How do engineers test and evaluate a new airplane?”

Component Testing and Assembly

When engineers design an aircraft, they use the best components. They make sure that each one of the components has been tested and evaluated by its manufacturer. And they test their own quality control and assembly line methods. Similarly, when we developed Information Mapping's method, we found the best components for our method. We didn't invent all the components, nor did we do all the research and evaluation on the components. We were highly selective in our synthesis. And we put all of the components together to meet our high criteria of performance. For example, decision tables had been invented in the computer industry a few years before. They looked promising as a tool for analyzing and communicating decisions. After our own testing, they became one vital component of Information Mapping's method.

Using Components to Support Mission

Aircraft designers don't invent a generalized aircraft. they invent an aircraft to accomplish specific missions: one that has to fly a specific distance and carry a specific number of passengers. Then they select components to do that job.

Similarly, we didn't use everything that was available in the world of communication. For example, there are many communication techniques which are effective in advertising but which are not appropriate in other arenas of business.

We identified the best components available for the purposes of clear, consistent, and precise communication in specific kinds of documents.

Testing Performance

After an aircraft has been designed, a test pilot flies it. Canit get off the ground at all? Evaluators want to see if the components, each of which have been tested separately, perform together. How fast does it fly? Evaluators want to know how much maintenance it needs. Similarly, we tested our method in hundreds of different situations.

Testing Cost-Effectiveness

Just because engineers can build an aircraft doesn't mean that it is cost-effective. They have to do a different kind of analysis to answer the question of cost-effectiveness.

Similarly, we have compared the cost of producing documents using Information Mapping's method for various kinds of tasks, from writing memos and reports through writing large documents and training systems and research reports. And our users have found that it is extremely cost-effective.

Using Scientific Theory

It should be remembered that an important part of making an aircraft fly is aerodynamic theory—the science of flight. The Wright Brothers made a plane fly without the benefit of very much aerodynamic theory. Therefore, their first aircraft did not fly very far and did not go very fast. In fact, it flew for twelve seconds the first flight. It flew three more times that year and then was destroyed in a crash.

Early in our development of documentation engineering (before we had the theory to guide our design efforts), we too had a few crashes and produced documents that couldn't get very far off the runway. But, over the years, improvements in Information Mapping's method have made major contributions to the theory of modern training documentation, enabling us to have consistently high performance communication.

Comment

So, in many ways, we have looked at the evaluation of Information Mapping's method in the tough-minded way an aircraft engineer judges an aircraft. We will look at many of these questions in the coming pages and see how analogous questions can be asked of Information Mapping's method.

Note on the Engineering Metaphor

We use the method in this chapter to emphasize the seriousness with which we approach the issues of communication. We are serious when we ask, "If your documentation writers built an aircraft, would you fly in it?" We believe that the subject of documentation can and should be "engineered" with all the precision and professionalism of aircraft engineering.
Select Document Types for Which Information Mapping’s Method Has Been Used

Procedures Manuals
User Guides
Job Aids
Policy Manuals
Operations Manuals
Reference Manuals
Desktop Procedures
Equipment Manuals
Troubleshooting Manuals

Screen Design Standards & Manuals
Tutorials
Textbooks
Reports
Memos
Proposals
Abstracts
Computer Based Training

Systems Documentation
Systems Standards & Functional Specifications
Computer Language Manuals
Product Specifications & Descriptions

Instructor’s Guides
Course Administration Guides
Training Manuals
Security Manuals
System Manuals
Simulation Instructions
Installation Guides

Effectiveness: Does it Work?

A Course at Harvard

Only a couple of years after I had first formulated the ideas for Information Mapping’s method, Harvard University’s Graduate School of Education asked me to teach their course, Research in Instruction. Dr. Douglas Porter, who usually taught the course, encouraged me to teach Information Mapping’s method to the class as it applied to developing instructional materials.

Initial Question: To What Can It Be Applied?

I was eager to teach the course on Information Mapping’s method because it would begin to answer the question: “Does it work at all?” One aspect of analyzing the effectiveness of the course was: “Can it be applied to a wide variety of subject matters, or only to a limited few?”

At that time, I had tried the method on about a hundred pages of computer software documentation, and had written a few pages on several other subject matters. Because of the way the methodology was put together, I was fairly confident that it would work with many subject matters. But I didn’t know just how widespread its applicability would be.

15 Different Academic Subject Matters

Teaching the Harvard class gave me a chance to talk with people from varying academic backgrounds. The range of their specialties was wonderful. There was an art teacher, a statistician, several social scientists, several people from the sciences (biology and physics), a recent graduate from the Harvard Dental School who planned a career in dental education, and a mathematician. “This will provide a very good test,” I thought, “as to whether or not you can apply the method to a lot of different subject matters.”

All Areas and Grade Levels Successful

Shortly after I asked the students to write a paper using our method in their own individual subject matters, there was a great deal of excitement, and it became clear that their projects were working. I had successfully taught Information Mapping’s method to a group of people for the first time. The students were turning out instructional material using the method, and their students, colleagues, and friends liked using it. The method had passed the first hurdle.

Now, Almost All Business Subjects Tested

The same question, “How many subject matters will the method apply to?” has now been more than adequately answered.

It has been applied to literally thousands of different training and documentation situations in industry: clerical, professional, technical, and managerial. It has been applied to computers and it has been applied to assembly lines. Information Mapping’s method can be applied to an extremely wide variety of situations successfully.

Analogy to Aircraft Evaluation

Their “does it work” question is analogous to the Wright Brothers’ question:

Can it get off the ground?

Information Mapping’s method “gets off the ground” with every major document type in business, science, and technology.
Comparative Effectiveness: How Does It Work Compared With Other Approaches?

Introduction
When we started working on Information Mapping's method, we surveyed the research on improving human communication and incorporated the best of that research into our design. But, after we'd put it all together, the question remained: "How does it work compared to other approaches?"

Fifteen Dissertations
Over the past 15 years, 15 major dissertations have been completed on Information Mapping's method, several master's theses have also been completed, and more research is in progress. These projects have been done in four different countries: the United Kingdom, Canada, the Philippines, and the United States.

User Populations
The studies involved a variety of different students, from high school to university and college students, adult learners, and clerical workers.

Compare Prose or Programmed Instruction
Eight of the studies compared Information Mapping's method with some other method. The most common was to compare it with conventional prose text. Some of the early studies compared Information Mapping's approach with material that contained short chunks of text with many carefully sequenced questions called programmed instruction.

Compare Learning and Retrieval
Some of the research studies compared two treatments from the standpoint of learning (measuring errors and time to learn) while other studies compared the ability of people to retrieve information from a document in job-like circumstances. Retrieval tests were done because much of the learning that goes on in the business and industrial environment is related to on-the-spot performance, which requires the learner to go to a shelf of manuals, texts, or training materials and look up what they have forgotten or perhaps what they have never learned in the first place.

It has been estimated that more than half of the learning that takes place in business and industry is of this reference-based type.

Summary Conclusions
The comparative studies showed that Information Mapping's method was significantly superior to the more conventional methods. In Chapter 2, we summarize each of these studies. Here are some highlights.

Effective with Low Ability Adult Learners
Michael Stelnicki of Northern Illinois University found that the text written with Information Mapping's method was more effective for learning facts and concepts than standard text materials. Stelnicki did his study on subjects who were in the "low general ability category."

Retrieval is Better
David Jonassen, of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, and Lawrence Falk reported that the structural characteristics of Information Mapping's method provide a clear advantage for retrieving information from textual materials. Jonassen and Falk's study compared the retrievability of information developed according to the Information Mapping standards with that of training materials with strong characteristics of programmed instruction.

Many other studies of human memory show that learners forget up to 80% of what they learn within two to four weeks. That means that all of us must go back to the textbooks that we used in class to look up what we need to know when we have to use it on the job. And this is where the superiority of Information Mapping's method for retrieval is most important.

Children and Adults Learn Mathematics Faster and Better
Alexander Romiszowski of the Loughborough University of Technology in England compared Information Mapping with traditional textbooks in a mathematics course. Subjects were 15- and 16-year-old advanced secondary students and 20- to 30-year-old adults who were attempting to complete high school. Romiszowski reported that Information Mapping's method enabled students to learn significantly more mathematics in less time than students using traditional textbooks with comparable subject matter.

Significantly Higher Achievement in Initial Learning
Thomas J. Soyster of Temple University compared the use of the Information Mapping materials with ninth-grade vocational education and science students. He found that students who used Information Mapping's method scored significantly higher than those who used programmed instruction materials when tested immediately after the training.

Analogy with Aircraft Evaluation

"The questions" asked in Information Mapping research is analogous to "the question" asked by aircraft engineers: How much better learning or how much better retrieval can you get compared with other approaches?

Comparative Operating Speeds

- Large Passenger Airliner — 650 mph
- Fighter Aircraft — 1,650 mph
- Apollo 10 Command Module — 4,792 mph

The question asked by aircraft engineers is:

- How fast does it fly compared with other aircraft?

Here is how aircraft engineers might make performance comparisons:

Information Mapping's superiority:
- 10–50% improved learning
- up to 30% decrease in reading time
- 10–55% improved retrieval.
How well does the aircraft perform compared with other business aircraft? The question asked by aeronautical engineers is:

The question asked of the Information Mapping approach is similar: “How does it work compared with other approaches?”

Business Results Better Than Academic Results
How do the academic results reported on the previous page transfer to business situations? Do business evaluators find similar results in their real-life training situations? The answer has been surprising. Frequently, the results are even better!

One of the earliest reports of a major evaluation was done at Pacific Bell. They compared Information Mapping’s method with their standard training procedure.

Improves Initial Learning by 50% and Reduces Training Time by One-Half
Naomi Webber of Pacific Bell has reported on an evaluation of a two-and-one-half day course for clerical people on accounting coding tasks. Her report, presented at the convention of the National Society for Performance and Instruction, indicated that learners using materials written in Information Mapping’s method scored almost twice as well on the criterion test as did the control group. The Information Mapping learners took an average of one day for the self-paced learning mode as compared with two days for the control students. Ninety-five percent of the Information Mapping learners felt “fairly well” to “well prepared and confident” at the end of training, as compared with 44% of the control group.

Webber reported, “The performance level back on the job has been good. We’ve seen them start out making 85% accuracy, and within a month they’re moving up into the 90s in on-the-job performance.”

Industrial Strength Test under Real World Conditions
Academic studies, while very important, are often conducted with training materials that take about an hour to learn and have relatively few pages. People in ordinary business situations, however, have to process gigantic amounts of information. Eric Shaffer used a large 185-page manual prepared by Information Mapping, Inc., for his research. Clerks had to use this manual to look up and understand complex information in order to fill out forms. He compared the effectiveness of this version with the standard 140-page manual that was in ordinary use in the company (unfortunately, the name of the large telecommunications company which sponsored this research must be withheld because of non-disclosure requirements). Shaffer said in his report that Information Mapping’s version had “few errors in content and an exceptionally clear writing style.” Informally, we were told that a special task force had considered it to be one of the best manuals ever produced by the company.

Shaffer’s test subjects were employees of the company who were going to use this manual on the job, not students as in academic studies.

Results of Performance Study
When using the Information Mapping version of the manual, the subjects committed almost 55% fewer errors than with the standard version. So, when up against the best manual produced in the company, Information Mapping came out far ahead.

Licensing the Method
Shortly after these and other evaluations were done, Pacific Bell became the first major company to obtain a license to teach Information Mapping’s method. Since then, many other companies in the Fortune 500 have licensed the teaching of the method for their employees.

Importance: Much Office Work Is Error Correction
The importance of these studies should not be underestimated. Marvin Sherman, a Cambridge, MA–based office procedures and office automation specialist, reported that 50 to 60% of the work done in an average data processing office is the correction of errors; in fact, a great many of these errors are due to improper training and procedures.
User Acceptance: Do Users Like It and Use It?

Important Question: Do People Like It?
Do people like Information Mapping's method well enough to use it regularly? The answer to this question is that Information Mapping's method has been receiving recognition and acceptance from the time of its first experiment to the present.

Test In Statistics Class
Early in our research, we directly tested this vital question of usage with some students in statistics at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. We wanted to find out if there was simple acquiescence to using the method, or if we had something that people really wanted. We figured that if a busy student would make a special trip and walk a few blocks to get the material for review, it would say something very positive about their acceptance of the method.

We had done the usual control group learning experiment, giving half of the class a straight prose version, the other half Information Mapping's version. The students spent an average of 10 hours with the different versions and took open book midterm exams. At the end of the test, we collected all of the learning materials that they had been using. Then they went back to using their regular textbooks for the rest of the course.

Learners Can Have Own Copies If They Walk to Our Office
We announced after we picked up the books that anyone who wanted a personal copy of the textbook materials used in the evaluation could come over to our office and get their own copy.

When they came to the office, we offered them a choice of the two different versions—the prose version or Information Mapping's method version. It was the first time they had a chance to examine both versions.

Most Chose Information Mapping’s Method
Thirteen students walked the six blocks. After inspecting the two versions, 12 of the 13 students selected Information Mapping's version. This type of evidence for preference is particularly strong because it relies on behavior rather than verbal reports.

Pacific Bell’s Pilot Study
Pacific Bell in San Francisco was one of the earliest companies to license the Information Mapping methodology. Before committing the company to a long-term license, Pacific Bell decided they would do a pilot study first. Because they wanted to avoid “shoving it down anybody's throat,” they had a couple of trial courses, and then sent out an announcement of the courses with their regular course bulletin.

Overenrolled Each Time
At the time this study was conducted, the managers could choose which courses their employees needed. Clearly they couldn't buy every course they needed: the time wasn't available and the training budgets were limited. The managers' response at Pacific Bell was, however, to overenroll the course by twice the available seats! This meant that managers were willing to pay out of their own training budgets to have their people trained in Information Mapping’s method. Several thousand people have now taken the course at Pacific Bell and the course was frequently oversubscribed for many months. This experience proved that Information Mapping’s method satisfies very tough criteria: "Do they want to use it when they don't have to?" And "Will they pay for it out of their own budgets?" The answer to these questions appeared to be a resounding "yes."

Analogy with Aircraft Evaluation
The questions here are, "Do readers and writers like it and continue to use it? Do people prefer using Information Mapping to other systems? Do you have repeat business? Do customers want to license the technology?" They are similar to the market research questions in the airline industry.

Information Mapping's customers have grown each year and averaged 10,000 seminar attendees the last few years, many as a result of referral and most from organizations who had been clients before.
Many large organization have licensed the teaching of the method so as to teach hundreds of employees a year more economically.
Teaching Effectiveness: Can You Teach It to Others Consistently?

Important Question: "Can You Teach It?"
One of the important questions that we need to face in having a successful writing methodology is, "Can we teach writers?" Here are some of the most important questions we need to ask in order to determine whether the writing methodology is successful:
- Can we teach writing with some assurance that writers can or will follow standards?
- Would two or more of our trained writers deal with the same subject matter in a similar fashion?
- What implications does use of the method have for the management of large writing teams?

Our investigations into these questions have produced very encouraging results.

The Research Protocol
We teach dozens of courses a month in writing procedures and instructional manuals. In each of those classes, we have given a standard exercise to every participant at the end of the course. We expect that they will create seven maps, all of the right type, select and write the correct blocks, and that all will have a similar outcome. Our procedures and instructional manuals. In each of those classes, we have given a standard exercise to every participant at the end of the course. We expect that they will create seven maps, all of the right type, select and write the correct blocks, and that all will have a similar outcome.

Time and Groups
The learners spend approximately four to eight hours on this exercise. They typically work in groups of two or three, although some individuals work alone.

Outcomes
Our instructors thoroughly examined the results of this test in every class, and we found approximately 80% or better similarity in all the maps and blocks in every class.

If we did a formal evaluation, of course, we would scramble the pages, and ask independent judges to determine who wrote which page. The judges, we are confident, would be unable to tell who wrote which pages; they are so similar.

Moreover, the judges would find that 80% or more of the different treatments were functionally identical (with minor variations in wording).

Conclusion
These are impressive results. They mean that properly trained instructors can reliably teach people to write in Information Mapping's method. And we have been doing it in our classes with certified instructors since the late 70s.

Basically, this ongoing quality control process means:
- the method can be taught
- it can be taught to be effectively used immediately
- the way it is implemented by wide variety of people is remarkably similar.

This does not mean, however, that you cannot employ your creativity when using Information Mapping's method.

Writers Have Common Language About Writing
One of the most exciting aspects of Information Mapping's method is that we have developed a common language writers can use to talk with each other about their craft. It is now possible for writers halfway around the world to contribute chapters or pages to a common project and have the outcome of their diverse contributions be easily combined into a common product.

Before, when one writer talked to another and said, "Well, you need a paragraph here," there was no predicting what you might get. Different writers would write many different things. This, however, is not the case with Information Mapping's methods when with which writers tend to approach the same subjects with a highly reliable similarity. For obvious reasons, this similarity is a great advantage when dealing with business documents.

Two Courses Written-Unable to Tell Who Wrote Which
This remarkable similarity of documents produced with Information Mapping's method was proven to me when I taught a course in England which Alexander Romiszowski, the well-known British instructional designer, attended. After the course (though neither of us was aware of it) Romiszowski and I were simultaneously developing courses on matrix algebra.

A year later, he sent me a copy of his course, and I recognized immediately that we had conducted an extraordinary experiment. We had each used the same method to approach the same subject matter completely independently of each other. In the language of research design, we were perfect controls for each other. We were the perfect blind experiment!

Results
The results were beyond my greatest expectations. We found a remarkable similarity in:
- choice of subject matter,
- division of the subject matter into maps and blocks,
- treatment of various blocks.

If we had wanted to do a formal evaluation, we could have scrambled the pages that each of us had written and challenged a judge to determine who wrote which page. In such a case, it would have been nearly impossible to tell which version the pages had come from. This case illustrates the remarkable ability of Information Mapping's method to achieve one aspect of high quality control standards: substantially similar courses.

The aeronaunical engineering questions are:
- Can you build more than one of these?
- Can you let pilots to fly them?
- Can these be made on an assembly line?
- Can you maintain a high level of quality control?

The documentation questions in quality control are:
- Can the method be taught?
- How easily can a group of documentation engineers and technicians work as a team on documents?
- How do you maintain quality control?

The results of weekly quality control tests are resoundingly positive.

Input
The learners are given dialogue and drawings about how to run a piece of equipment (in this experiment, a printer from a data processing system). They are asked to develop a short project of documentation on the subject based on the information provided.

The aeronautical engineering questions are:
- Can you build more than one of these?
- Can you let pilots to fly them?
- Can these be made on an assembly line?
- Can you maintain a high level of quality control?

The documentation questions in quality control are:
- Can the method be taught?
- How easily can a group of documentation engineers and technicians work as a team on documents?
- How do you maintain quality control?

The results of weekly quality control tests are resoundingly positive.

Analogy with Aircraft Engineering

...blocks...maps...seven information types... sequencing...presentation...formats...relevance...consistency...chunking...labeling...research...reference-based instruction...etc.
What Other Operating Characteristics Do You Find?

Test Pilot Takes the Method Out for a Test Flight
One of our test pilots was Sarah Bixler of Lincoln National Life Insurance Co. She presided over the installation of Information Mapping’s method for writing reports, proposals, and memos in a whole department. At a National Society for Performance and Instruction meeting the following year, she reported on her experiences, and provided some valuable insights into the operating characteristics of Information Mapping’s method. We quote some parts of her report on these pages to give you a taste of the unexpected.

Increased Project Control
"I'm a project manager and I'm supposed to have a lot of autonomy when I do my job. But there are always those points when you have to get some kind of an endorsement from somebody above you. And I found that when I went for those endorsements, the people were playing around with my projects, and I was losing control. I couldn't really determine why that was happening, but I knew I had a problem. When I went through Information Mapping in report and memo writing and started using the decision memo that's outlined in that course, I found that I stopped having the problem because I was asking very open-ended questions when I was getting my endorsements instead of saying, 'Here's the problem, here are the alternatives, I've never had that kind of response time for any problem I've had before."

More in-depth Thinking
"I think when you first approach Information Mapping, you think of it as a way of writing. Then, after you've worked with it for a while, you think of it as a way of thinking. And so, the second benefit is that we find it actually facilitates more in-depth thinking about the subject matter itself. Then, after someone has written a memo in Information Mapping, they're very likely to say, 'You know, I didn't really think this much about that subject beforehand,' or, 'I really came to some good ideas that hadn't occurred to me before,' or, 'I really thought about a facet of the problem that I hadn't been able to think about before.' So it's actually facilitating in-depth thinking about the subject they're writing about."

Faster Response Time
"A third benefit that we didn't expect is a faster response time. I'm sure that a lot of you are in organizations where, if you're having a problem, it seems like it takes forever for anybody to even get to the problem to help you. I was working on an interdepartmental project. The department that I was working with promised to have it for me by a certain date and then they told me that they weren't going to be able to meet their deadline. Well, I had already committed to that project, and I was very concerned about it. I put together an Information Mapped memo about the problem that I was having and asked for assistance. I left it on my supervisor's desk before I went home one evening, and the next morning when I got to work, it had already gone up three levels of management and was ready to go to the head of the other department. I've never had that kind of response time for any problem I've had before."

Better Utilization of Clerical Staff
"The fourth benefit is to our clerical staff. I have found that our clerical staff has really responded very positively. I think that we were underutilizing them. We weren't giving them enough responsibility for drafting letters and memos themselves. I don't know if that's a common problem with other people in other companies, but I felt that we needed to give them more responsibility."

"They were a little bit shy about taking that responsibility, but after going through the workshop right along with the other managers and staff people, they have really done some super things. They have been drafting their own letters for the first time, and they're very proud of them."

"One person who is responsible for coordinating our home office schools has a whole series of memos that she sends out beforehand that have been traditionally written by a staff person. They have traditionally been very hard to read, so she's taken that whole series and rewritten all of them on her own, and they are terrific. She's done a really good job with it. So they've seen it as a way of actually increasing the kind of responsibility that they're dealing with. And I think they were very excited about being included."

Better Meetings Because of Better Pre-Meeting Report Preparation
"The fifth benefit that we didn't expect is the way an Information Mapped memo or report can actually help a task force or committee stay on track. My supervisor is involved in a task force for developing a feedback system for our work effectiveness program. He needed to put together a report that would identify the problem and name some different recommendations and possible solutions. He did the report in Information Mapping."

"He spent quite a bit of time thinking about the subject. In fact, he said he may have spent longer than he would have writing a memo in the traditional manner. When the other members of the task force got it, though, they went through it, asked a couple of questions, turned to the recommendation page, and were able to use it as an agenda."

"They anticipate that it may have reduced the time that they had to spend together as a committee and task force by at least 10 hours. That more than offset the extra time that he put into preparing the memo because of the thought he gave before going to that task force."

Analogy with Aircraft Engineering
After engineers have designed an aircraft, they have a test pilot fly it to see how well it performs its intended function. They want to see how fast it flies. They want to see if the components, which have each been tested separately, fit together properly. And often, they want their test pilot to observe and report on operating characteristics that might not be easily subject to precise empirical investigation or testing in their wind tunnels.
Does It Work under Difficult Conditions?

Introduction
The real world of business has many situations that don’t fit into neat academic research categories, and there are many rough edges which academic research tends to smooth out in order to control all the variables. For this reason, it is often much more difficult to do research in the world of business than in the controlled conditions of an experiment.

The Questions To Be Asked
In the world of business, we address our methods and materials, asking, How well do they work:
• in actual training situations?
• presented on-line on computer screens?
• when there are thousands of pages of documentation or training materials?
• with those who have poor English reading skills, or who only speak English as a second language? with hotshot experts? For supermanagers?

Information Mapping’s method has been tried in literally thousands of business situations. The chart on the facing page lists some of the many types of tough situations for which the method has been used and found to be robust and successful.

Large Application Situations
One of the largest real world situations (we happen to know about it because we did it) involved the documentation of over 3,000 pages. Using Information Mapping’s Method, the documentation was done by a team of 5 people in 8 months, with only one and one-half drafts. The material was then successfully used in the implementation of the largest computer system ever installed by one of the top petrochemical firms in the world.

Analogy with Aircraft Evaluation
In our continuing analogy to aircraft engineering evaluation, we would compare the questions we are asking on this page to the aeronautical engineering questions:
• How does it work in real world situations?
• Has it been tested on overseas flights?
• What about night flying?
• What about flying in bad weather?

Information Mapping has been tested in many very difficult situations. See chart on facing page.
Scaling Up and Scaling Down: Does It Work on Large as well as Small Projects?

Introduction
When you have a systematic approach to tasks, it is always good to ask: "On what scale does it operate?" and "What are the limits of its applicability?" Information Mapping's method has performed well with both very small and very large documents.

Smaller Writing Projects
Information Mapping's method has proven to be very useful in smaller documents such as short reports, memos, and proposals. These documents are the lifeline of day-to-day business communication. Informal evaluations suggest that this clarity of communication is invaluable from the standpoints of both the reader and the writer.

From the Reader's Standpoint
If you think about it, it makes little difference to you if your in-box is filled with ... 500 one-page documents, or 10 fifty-pagers, or a single 500-page document.

It does make a difference if most or all of the reports and memos contained in your in-box are written using Information Mapping's approach.

If documents follow Information Mapping's approach, they are much more scannable. Managers or technical persons can then prioritize their reading much more easily, and find the critical information much more rapidly. They can skip the unessential or irrelevant, and what they already know.

The lesson is that 10 fifty-page documents add up in complexity to one 500-page document. For this reason, using Information Mapping's method on smaller documents can be as effective in decision-making and time-saving as it is in a large document.

Largest Projects
We have also seen Information Mapping's method applied to very large projects. Here are some of the largest projects our staff has done.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Document Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper Documentation 3,000 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Course six weeks, 8 hours per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Documentation several thousand screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Reference answers to over 10,000 questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results: Upper Limits of Size Not Yet Reached
After surveying our project managers and our clients, we can say that we believe that we have not reached the size limits of the Information Mapping method. The method appears to get better the larger the document size. Since the method was designed to handle complexity, it appears to have met its overall design objectives in this regard. How do principles and theory apply when scaling up or scaling down (i.e., how would they apply to the design of very large and very small aircraft)? What is their comparative effectiveness in these different scales?

Scaling Up, from the Writer's Standpoint
One of the lessons that we have learned in teaching 10,000 people a year to use Information Mapping's method is that our schools and colleges do not have a successful, systematic method for helping people handle the major problem of writing beyond two or three pages. That problem is organization. People are not taught to analyze and organize a document over 2 or 3 pages. Unless they've had a good course in report writing, a good coach, or plenty of native talent, most of them have no real means of sequencing subject matter effectively.

Analogy in Aircraft Engineering
The questions that an aeronautical engineer would ask in this situation are:

- How do principles and theory apply when scaling up or scaling down, i.e., to the design of very large and very small aircraft? What is their comparative effectiveness in these different scales?

Information Mapping's approach works from the very small to the very large.
Does It Work in Very Constrained Situations?

Introduction
Information Mapping's method was initially designed for the development of many different kinds of paper documents. In the last few years, many documents have begun to be stored and displayed only on the computer screen. A logical evaluation question is: "How well does the method work on the computer screen?"

Constraints of the Computer Screen
Most of us are well acquainted with the constraints of the computer screen. First of all, most screens are too small to do a really good job of displaying learning and reference material. The average size page is a much better display area. Furthermore, computer screens are often harder to read than the printed page.

The Method Works Better Than Other Forms of Writing
The answer to questions about the effectiveness of online text is that Information Mapping's method works very well, certainly better than any other methods proposed to date. A major reason is that the method uses the precisely defined information block which fits on even the smallest screens. Thus, one problem is solved. An adaptation of the block labeling and map-titling techniques of Information Mapping's methodology permit the design of screens that prevent most forms of cognitive overload and the problem of being "lost in cyberspace."

Analogy to Aircraft Engineering
A comparable aeronautical engineering requirement for working in very constrained circumstances might be:

Can an aircraft be built that can land regularly on an aircraft carrier that looks about the size of a postage stamp, bouncing around in the ocean waves?

Information Mapping's approach has worked in constrained situations very well.

Some Typical Applications of Information Mapping’s Methodology to Online Text

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Project and Application</th>
<th>Client Organization</th>
<th>Application Scale</th>
<th>Software/Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online reference system for pharmaceutical evaluations</td>
<td>Major telecommunications vendor</td>
<td>Tens of thousands of screens, continuously expanding as new drugs are evaluated</td>
<td>Specially developed proprietary Tandem Computer software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User documentation for accounts payable software system</td>
<td>One of the two largest software vendors for IBM mainframe systems</td>
<td>Several thousand screens</td>
<td>Guide 3.0 Mainframes, Servers, and PCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All field and credit procedures for retail stores</td>
<td>One of the largest national retail store chains</td>
<td>Eight million pages a year; analysis of current system to develop screens</td>
<td>Preference Mainframes, Servers, and Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer of all procedural documentation—that used in-house as well as that supplied to customers—to an online system</td>
<td>One of the largest national mutual fund backend processing companies</td>
<td>12,000 pages of documentation</td>
<td>Preference Mainframes, Servers, and Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant online reference for account representatives for better customer service phone answering system</td>
<td>One of the largest national stock transfer companies</td>
<td>10,000 possible questions and their answers</td>
<td>Preference Mainframes, Servers, and Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online marketing and sales information system</td>
<td>Mid-sized computer company</td>
<td>Several thousand screens of information</td>
<td>HyperCard Apple Macintosh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How Easy Is Routine Updating and Maintenance?

Introduction
In organizations, documents seem to have lives of their own. Some documents start out as fairly modest booklets and grow to amazingly large books. Procedures and policies are continually changing, but a basic series of documents may continue to live on the shelves year after year.

Updating
This means that documents have to be updated. New additions, deletions, and replacements need to be added all the time. For some documents, only a few pages may be changed once a year. But for others, as much as 25% or more change can be expected annually.

People Don’t Update Paper Manuals
The maintenance problem is compounded by the fact that the updating task is often relegated to the bottom of the priority list. And the fact is that the Murphy’s Law of Manuals holds: If it isn’t already out of date, it will become out of date the moment before you look something up in it.

Plug-in Updating
The goal is to replace a single chunk of information in a large text without having to make extremely large changes in other parts of the text. The fact that Information Mapping’s method divides the subject into precisely defined, clearly chunked information blocks makes the difference.

In designing equipment for maintainability, engineers have begun to develop plug-in components. So, if a defective part is found, it may simply be unplugged and replaced with a new one without having to do costly on-the-spot repairs. The information block operates in an analogous fashion in documents prepared with Information Mapping’s method.

Aircraft Engineering Metaphor
The comparable situation here is the routine maintenance of aircraft. New parts are continuously being put into aircraft, while old parts are replaced. When a better subassembly has been designed, aircraft are routinely retrofitted. Over the course of 20 years, a considerable portion of an aircraft is replaced. The engines are overhauled several times and finally new ones are installed. When improvements in communications or better guidance radars are upgraded, whole parts of the aircraft may need to be replaced. Similarly, seats and other parts of the interior of the aircraft are routinely replaced during remodeling.

Changing the Tire While the Vehicle Is in Motion
We are often called upon to develop documentation while the software is still being written and tested. Of course, that is better than writing it at the end of the project (which always misses its deadlines). In fact, the joke in Silicon Valley is that the first 80% of the software job takes 90% of the time and then the last 20% of the job takes another 90% of the time. One of our analysts once described the continuous changes that occur in software design while we are writing the documentation as “changing the tire while the vehicle is in motion.”
Does It Work in Special Training Situations?

Introduction
In today’s competitive business environment, marketing can use all the help it can get. This section explains how Information Mapping used its analysis and presentation methodology to solve a unique marketing problem for Wells Fargo Bank.

Training Systems Help Sales and Customer Service
Helping clients to understand and use new banking services can often make the difference in the sale of the services. Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisco faced this challenge when it introduced WellService, a new straightforward operation. The problem was training the clerks to do it quickly and accurately.

The Credit-Checking Service
The credit checking service involved the now common act of inserting the customer’s credit card into a special terminal connected to a phone line. The information was transmitted to a central Wells Fargo computer which ran a credit check and reported back to the clerk in the retail store. It was a rather simple, straightforward operation. The problem was training clerks to do it quickly and accurately.

The Scenario: Busy Retail Setting for Operation
Imagine being behind the counter of a busy retail operation. People are waiting in line, asking questions, wanting to be served.

Low Level of Education and Little English Spoken by Clerks
The clerk to be trained typically had a sixth-grade education. Half of the clerks in the training population spoke English as a second language. Moreover, the turnover of retail clerks was very high. It would be prohibitively expensive to send a professional trainer out to show the clerks how to operate the credit checking terminal. Training had to be done by the store manager or, if the store manager was too busy, the training had to be self-paced. Relatively unskilled people, not reading English very well and working under pressure, had to enter the data correctly the first time for the system to work. With the added complexity of the rapid turnover of retail clerks, you have a significant data entry problem.

The Task
The credit-checking service itself was to be done on the GTE credit card-credit-checking terminal shown in the drawing. When a customer presented his or her credit card, the clerk would slide the card through the slot in the top of the telephone and perform one of the procedures. Which kind of card? Was the customer using a California driver’s license? Was it an out-of-state driver’s license number? Did the customer want to cash a personal check? These and other variables had to be considered. The clerk or manager had to do in every conceivable situation. The complete design was greater sales and better service.

Function as Both Training and Job Aid
After analyzing the situation, Information Mapping began to draw the outlines of the project. Because many of the clerks did not speak English well, the manual had to contain as few words as possible and rely more heavily on pictures and other graphics. The manual had to be quickly opened to the specific procedure and the clerk had to be able to do the whole checking procedure from that single page. Thus, the material had to function as both a training device and a job aid that enabled the clerks to retrieve just what they needed for the task—nothing more, nothing less. It had to handle all of the exceptions and error messages. Above all, it had to be simple to use and to learn from. It also needed to incorporate a section on installation and maintenance for store managers.

Task Analysis
Applying the principles of the Information Mapping method and training technology, analysts from Information Mapping, Inc., prepared a complete task and content analysis of the entire document. They worked closely with subject matter experts at Wells Fargo, and conducted numerous tests with the equipment under simulated field conditions. The task analysis provided a precise description of what the clerk or manager had to do in every conceivable situation. The content analysis provided a similar description of what the clerks or managers had to know in order to do the tasks.

Eliminate Most of the Words
After conducting a content check for accuracy and completeness, the team focused attention on content analysis and refinement of the task in order to eliminate most of the words and replace them with drawings and other graphics.

The illustration shows how a more complicated decision was handled by the design.

Design of Manual
The manual was printed in three colors. Red—the actual color of the characters on the terminal screen—was used in the manual for consistency. The manual was designed to be rugged. It had to survive intact from year to year on a wide variety of retail counters. It was printed on very heavy sheets of laminated card stock so that it would not tear, especially along the edge where it was held by the three-ring binder. The binder itself was custom-designed to fit alongside the terminal in the open position for easy access. It could also be closed and shelved like any other reference binder.

In-house and Field Tests
To make absolutely certain that the manual would work, it was tested in two ways. Simulated in-house tests with naive subjects were performed at Information Mapping and at Wells Fargo. This was followed by a full-scale field test with actual clerks and managers.

Results of Tests
Ruth Gilbert told Information Mapping, Inc., “The manual worked perfectly from the beginning. It was an excellent combination of reference and training. The design was distinctive enough that it added to the marketing effort and made the service easier. There were very few questions phoned in by the clerks and managers who use the service all over California.” The result was greater sales and better service.
Besides All That Efficiency and Effectiveness, Can You Provide an Attractive and Comfortable Journey?

**Introduction**

Information Mapping's consultants have developed a lot of documents that don't have to win prizes at an art show. Desk procedures are often of this kind. They just have to do their job of communicating information clearly. But in other cases, the situation requires that the document be attractive enough to make the reader as comfortable as possible.

**Example: Marketing Communications**

Information Mapping's method has been used repeatedly in the preparation of marketing communications, especially when complex products or services are involved. Here the customer of our client is going to use the document. For such marketing and sales situations, it must be as attractive as possible.

We present three different presentation situations.

**Example One: The Clear, Easy-to-Read, Easy-to-Scan Business Look**

Here is a standard, everyday business form written in the Information Mapping method.

**How to Prepare Data for an Audit**

**Introduction**

One of the most important procedures in an audit is preparing the data. Careful preparation ensures that the data is correct and that each step of preparation has been carried out.

Prepare

Follow the steps below to prepare for the audit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>For data items selected for the audit, obtain the following: • source documents, and • run data from the computer room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Verify the source document samples by comparing the samples to the original list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Record on a worksheet sufficient descriptive information to provide accurate identification for future audits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attributes of the sample***

- Sales
- Territory
- Effective data

**Example Two: A Readable Screen in Highly Constrained Display Conditions**

It is not easy to produce readable material on some screens. We often find the screen too small and the type choice limited. But the precision chunking provided by information blocks enables the information to be displayed with maximum ease of reading.

**Example Three: The Fully Graphic Look**

The method can be given full visual treatment, as shown in the example below.

---

**XYZ Company Administrative Systems**

**Screen 9.0 7/1/85**

**SAFEGUARDING PROPRIETARY INFORMATION**

**OVERVIEW:**

**INTRODUCTION:** This section covers policies and practices governing proprietary information and restrictive markings. While this section sets forth guidelines for handling proprietary information, it cannot cover all circumstances. There is no substitute for using good judgment on the part of every Company employee.

**EMPLOYEE'S RESPONSIBILITIES:** XYZ Company employees are obliged to protect proprietary information as a condition of employment. This responsibility extends to proprietary information received from others in the course of work activities.

PLEASE ENTER YOUR SELECTION:

- Next screen
- Related topics menu
- Previous screen
- Main menu

---
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Does It Increase Productivity?

User Reports a 300% Productivity Increase
In one of the earliest seminars that I conducted, there was a young parts and procedures manager named Bob Labossier who was working for the makers of Nissan automobiles in the United States. He sent his entire staff to one of our seminars. After his staff had learned Information Mapping’s method, he wrote me a letter in which he said that he had increased the productivity of his procedure writers by 300 percent.

I Suspect Error
I read the letter three times. I couldn’t believe what I had read. I knew that Information Mapping’s method would improve writer productivity, but I had no idea that it might improve it that much. As I thought about it more and more, I suspected that his secretary had put an extra zero in the letter when typing. Around 30 percent would certainly be a more realizable and realistic goal for most organizations.

Double-Check Reveals no Error
So I decided to call Bob and ask him to verify the figure. He said “No, there was no mistake.”

He said he had kept very careful records of the output of his writers over the past years and had tracked them for six months after they learned structured writing in the seminar. The productivity increase was definitely 300%.

Explanation of Productivity Increase
I asked Labossier how such a high productivity increase could happen.

Faster and Better Analysis. “Well, the savings come from all over. Part of the increase came from better analysis. You don’t have to redo a good analysis. We frequently had to start all over from the beginning because somebody started the analysis from the wrong perspective in the past.”

Faster Writing. “Part of the increase also comes from faster writing. My writers get the first draft done faster, because they know precisely what they’re supposed to do. And they know when to stop! They don’t write endless details—only the relevant ones.”

Faster Review. “Finally, another part comes from faster review time. Less time waiting for upper-level managers and technical experts to approve. Not that they’re sitting around, but any delay in approval and review tends to slow down the whole process.”

Half the Job of the Procedure Writer Is Answering the Phone
Here’s another story. It goes under the category of “watch for things that don’t happen,” or in evaluation, “pay attention when nothing happens!”

In one large organization that had almost 1,000 writers we found that one of the major job responsibilities of a procedure writer was to answer the phone for questions from the field.

The questions occurred because material they’d written was ambiguous and the people in the field could not understand parts of it. No exaggeration here-managers fully expected 50% of a writer’s time to be used in answering the phone for questions from the field.

One supervisor was assigned to write procedures related to labor relations. As soon as a labor contract was signed, she had 30 days to get new procedures out into the field and into the hands of first-line supervisors. Just after she took Information Mapping’s course, a labor contract was signed and she wrote a group of new procedures with her new skills.

Nothing Happened
As usual, the woman who wrote the procedures set aside the following week to answer the phone. Much to her surprise, however, the phone did not ring.

Accustomed to handling many foul-ups, she began to get worried—perhaps the procedures got lost.

At that point, she started the sensible troubleshooting procedure.

She tracked down the print shop and asked them if they had printed the procedures. Yes, they had printed them. She called the mailroom supervisor to ask if the procedures had been sent out. Yes, they had been sent out.

She couldn’t blame the lack of phone questions on the mailroom. The U.S. Postal Service must have lost them.

To check if the procedures had arrived at their intended destinations, she called a supervisor in the southern part of the state.

Yes, the procedures had arrived. Yes, he had given them to his workers.

No, there were no questions. “Why should there be questions? They were very clear,” he said. Now she does not schedule half her time to answer questions. She has, in effect, doubled her efficiency.
Is It Cost-Effective for Its Mission?

Introduction
In business, a critical question about any product or service is: "Is it cost-effective for its mission?"

Just because an aircraft can be built, and even though people like to fly in it, it doesn't automatically follow that it will be cost-effective. The British and the French, for example, found that the Concorde, which flies at supersonic speeds, could not be operated profitably, even on the most heavily-traveled trans-Atlantic air routes.

The Cost-Benefits Questions
Similarly, in the fields of training, documentation, and writing, the cost-benefits question is paramount. For these endeavors, getting the cost and benefits information together requires the analysis of your information inputs and outputs. Thus, the major question must be asked: What are the costs and benefits of specific applications?

In order to answer this question, you must consider that the costs and benefits are quite different depending on your point of view, i.e., whether you are looking at the benefits from the standpoint of:
• the reader or user of information,
• the writer, or
• the organization.

We will now examine these three cost-benefit perspectives.

1. Costs and Benefits for the Individual Writer or Analyst
The Writer's Perspective
The question from the standpoint of the individual analyst or writer is, "How much time/stress could I save after becoming proficient in Information Mapping's method?"

When you are examining this question from the standpoint of your own job, certain numbers will be significant. According to one widely quoted study, managers will spend 10 to 20% of their time analyzing and writing. Technical people may spend up to 90% of their time in these activities.

Benefits
Benefits include:
• More time available to solve major job-related problems and less time writing
• Better analysis of problems
• More productive meetings (because of better preparation)
• Less time answering questions from recipients of your communications (because you have been clear and complete)
• Personal energy savings (which may be greater than hours saved, because analysis and writing are often experienced as the most difficult and most tiring activities of the day).

Cost Factors: Here are some of the factors to consider
When calculating costs, consider these factors:
• training time and tuition
• time away from the job.

Typical payback periods average one year.

If you use three-year payback as a criterion for a worthwhile investment return, the personal and organizational rewards are well worth the

2. Costs and Benefits for the User or Reader
The Reader's Perspective
The question from the standpoint of the individual reader is: "How much more efficient and effective could I become if everybody in my organization delivered documentation and reports to me using Information Mapping's method?"

If you are on the receiving end of information, you have a different costs and benefits perspective. Recent surveys have suggested that 50 to 70% of the written communications that managers receive are written by people who report to them. This means that managers can control 50 to 70% of the quality of what comes to them. And other observers have calculated that an average manager may well read or skim a million words a week.

Benefits
Much of the benefits come from time saved in search and retrieval and less training time. We saw earlier that Pacific Bell saved 50% training time in one course. But benefits also have been identified in terms of more attention focused on real problems and better analysis done by readers based on better information provided.

Cost
To figure costs, the manager can estimate the amount of time spent during the week. Reading time can easily reach 2 hours per day if evenings and weekends are included. This time spent includes going through the in-box daily, looking up policies, procedures and guidelines, reviewing training materials and instructions, and reviewing drafts of subordinate and peer-written material. The use of Information Mapping's methods by all of the people in an organization can save up to 50% in reading and review time.

To save training and documentation costs internally, some organizations have insisted that their suppliers use Information Mapping's approach for product documentation. Consider what the savings to a large engineering organization would be if all documentation from their vendors met the quality control standards described in this chapter.

3. Costs and Benefits for an Organization or Project
The Organizational Perspective
The question from the standpoint of the organization is: "What are the costs and benefits of specific projects or operations if they are done using Information Mapping's method?"

Benefits
The benefits obtained by a whole organization depend on the type of company. Every cost-benefits study will be unique. For example, the benefits to a package software company will be calculated in terms of:
• increased sales,
• increased customer satisfaction,
• lower costs in customer service, and
• lower overall documentation costs.

The benefits realized by companies that write their own documentation in their Management Information Systems departments are quite different. Some of these benefits would be:
• higher-quality system use;
• increased productivity of writers, analysts, technical, administrative, and managerial personnel;
• reduction in time spent by subject matter experts;
• fewer errors;
• reduction in time spent by supervisors answering questions;
• reduced training time; and
• reduced hotline costs.

To calculate benefits, each department, company, and industry would have a different profile.

Costs
Typically, the major costs would be in training people to write using the method.
How Do You Evaluate the Parts and Subassemblies?

Aircraft Engineering Analogy
Are the parts and subassemblies selected for an aircraft? How do they know the parts will work? What are their properties?
The documentation engineering equivalent of these questions can be translated as:
• What are the principles and criteria you used to select and build the parts?
• What is the research on the various parts of the system?
• What are their operating characteristics?

Introduction
When engineers design an aircraft, they use the best components. They make sure that each of the components has been tested and evaluated by its manufacturer. They test the quality control and assembly line methods used in putting together the aircraft out of the components.

Research on the components of Information Mapping's method has taken place in a variety of fields over the past 50 years. We have relied on work from:
• cognitive psychology;
• learning and education;
• human factors engineering;
• communications;
• advertising;
• graphics, design, and typography;
• linguistics; and
• artificial intelligence.

Engineering Analogy
If we think of Information Mapping's method as a kind of documentation engineering, we realize that only recently has the field emerged as a field by itself. It does not have a separate research community distinct from the fields mentioned above. One may think of its reliance on other disciplines as similar to engineering's reliance on research in the basic sciences.

Much Research Done In Many Disciplines.
It goes far beyond the scope of this chapter to summarize all of the research we have relied upon to design and build the components of the Information Mapping method. But basically, in the chart on the facing page, we divide the studies by their range of applicability.

For instance, there is basic psychological research on the capacity of human short-term memory. It concludes that human beings have two different kinds of memory: short- and long-term. Further, that we have very limited capacity for holding information in our short-term memories-somewhere between 3 and 9 chunks. Just as the aircraft engineer is always working against gravity, the documentation engineer or writer is always working against the limitations of human memory.

Experiments and Evaluations of the Whole Methodology
Many of the studies described in the following chapter compare the outcomes of learning or preparing reference material according to the method with material prepared in other fashions.
Can You Measure Critical Variables in Its Components?

Introduction
Precise measurement has improved efficiency in science, technology, and business.

Let us think about measuring different variables that appear in text. Is knowing how many words are in a manuscript a meaningful measurement? Yes, to some degree. You can determine approximately how big a job it will be to read or store it all. But it tells you little about the contents. Suppose you counted all of the paragraphs. What would that tell you? Not too much, because a paragraph, as we all know from casual reading, can be anything from one sentence to a whole page. So a paragraph count might give you a rough idea of the size of the manuscript, but it is not as precise as a word count.

Counting Blocks
Documents developed according to the Information Mapping's standards of structured writing give us greater possibilities in content measurement. We can count blocks. Because each type of block is developed according to a specific set of criteria, they are comparable, and hence, countable. If we say that there are 29 definition blocks and 185 example blocks in a given book, we know something very precise. If we say that there are 1,726 blocks in the total document, we know something much more useful than a word count. A word count includes all of the relevant and irrelevant words in a document. We can even get word counts of sloppily-written documents. But a document written following the guidelines of Information Mapping's method enables us to know a great deal about the contents because we know the total block count and the count of different types of blocks.

Counting Task-Oriented Procedures
Procedures are also worth noting. We know how much task-related learning must take place from a structured document, because we know that the procedures and decisions have been developed according to specific guidelines. This means that we can count the number of individual procedures and also the number of steps in each procedure. So, it becomes very meaningful to say, for instance, that out of 1,726 blocks, 299 of them are procedure blocks and these procedure blocks contain an average of 8.2 steps per procedure.

If we have a document of 1,433 blocks and only 22 procedures averaging 4.3 steps, we can anticipate quite a different sort of learning (or writing) task.

Use in Planning Stage
This ability to be precise gives us a very powerful tool for various practical and research-related tasks.

On the practical side, suppose that we are asked to write a particular kind of document—say, a personnel manual. We can examine several examples of manuals that already have been written according to Information Mapping's method, and make a good estimate of the size and difficulty of the task facing us, even in the absence of the actual subject matter. Of course, when we can examine the documentation that can be used in the preparation of the new manual, we can estimate the difference between what we have and what needs to be done. This is of considerable value to the project manager and writers, no matter what level of formality is used in the examination. Because the documents have been chunked precisely into blocks, they provide an intuitive guide to the kind and number of blocks that one can expect to write in the project.

This provides guidance of invaluable assistance at a very critical stage of the project.

Evaluation and Quality Control
Measurement (i.e., counting of critical variables such as blocks) can aid in quality control and evaluation of a final product. One such case is the definition-example ratio: If the ratio of definition blocks to example blocks is high, the learn-ability of the material for naive learners may be smaller than if the ratio were lower. This means, for instance, that if you have 50 definition blocks and only 30 example blocks, the material will be harder to learn for a group with low ability or which lacks prerequisites than it would be if it had 50 definition blocks and 150 example blocks.

Research Applications of Block Counts
The ability to count blocks and other features of texts prepared according to Information Mapping's method gives a researcher a precise measurement of the difficulty and content of the subject matter.

When the researcher wants to examine all of the blocks of a given kind, they are countable, identifiable, and comparable, and they can be examined in their contexts.

### Different Document Types Have Different Proportions of Block Types

One of the interesting results of investigations of this way of counting content is that similar manuals give similar profiles of block types. If you got together 100 procedure manuals or 100 policy manuals, you would see a great similarity of the kinds in information blocks appearing in them.

The Data
The document described in the chart below is one that was used in two of the experiments described in the next chapter (those of Soyster and Hauck). The chart illustrates how it is possible to describe the content in a meaningful way without specifying the actual terms used in the subject matter.

![Number of Information Blocks in Principles of Hydraulics by T.G. Soyster](image)
Opportunities for Creativity
Some aspects of a technology or art form present greater opportunities for creativity than others. What are some of the opportunity areas for creativity in Information Mapping's method? Here are some:

Examples. The creation of vivid, clear, interesting examples is perhaps the greatest continuing opportunity for creativity. Examples frequently represent the greatest amount of writing in a document, and the development of the "right" example can give the reader the concrete feeling of being there, seeing it, knowing it.

Metaphors and Analogies. Functional communication material used in business and technology can benefit greatly from apt metaphors or analogies. They can carry the reader along, like skiing down a slope, whereas inept metaphors can confuse the reader, like running into a grove of trees halfway down the mountain.

Verbal and Visual Imagery. Images are sometimes the spotlights of a paragraph or block. They brighten up and focus the reader's task.

Placement and overall design. Another opportunity for creativity within constraints is the use of different formats and graphic design layouts for presenting material. Obviously, this requires additional skill, and we have frequently recommended that clients use one of several standard formats for displaying the Information Mapping method rather than creating new ones. The major reason for this is that format is very important for enabling scanning and retrieval of information from a page. Tinkering with the type weight and style of headings and text can seriously contribute to or impede a user's ability to use the material effectively and efficiently. Therefore, we recommend the value of ease of use for the reader over the frequently emphasized values of novelty, style and expression.

Comment on the Aeronautical Metaphor
"Can the aircraft do loops and rolls? Can it land on a dime? Can it fly onto a little Pacific island that is perhaps the most beautiful place in the world but has a tiny landing strip? What color will the plane be painted?" These are not the first questions aircraft engineer address when they design and build aircraft. But these questions may be very important to particular groups of users.

Similarly, the questions of creativity in using Information Mapping's method arise after the writer has mastered the fundamentals of the craft.

Another Metaphor: Architects and Engineers
Perhaps one way to illuminate the relationship between creativity and the discipline of Information Mapping's method is to look at an architect's dependence on engineers. There are some fundamental engineering disciplines, such as structural engineering, that are supremely important in the designing of buildings. Similarly, I like to think of Information Mapping's method as a kind of structural engineering, and creative expression as the addition of certain kinds of form and detail to the overall structure.
Introduction
The topic we turn to next is not necessarily one that we would set up as a requirement of a communications methodology when initially developing it. But we have done a large number of projects in computer documentation. In each of them, the evidence began to accumulate that we had uncovered an unanticipated, yet extremely valuable aspect of Information Mapping’s method.

The design of computer software has become one of the most complex design activities that humans undertake. Complex activities are the breeding ground for error. While there has been a great deal of progress in structuring the design process so that errors are reduced, commentators still estimate that there is one error in every hundred lines of code.

Some of the most pernicious errors are those that happen early in the design process. If the level of complexity is high, it is inevitable that software engineers will overlook important specifications. Furthermore, there are always a tendency to overlook the interactions of different complex parts that may produce unanticipated difficulties for users.

Information Mapping’s Role in Quality Control
Very often when our documentation project managers and information analysts begin working with software teams, they ask a series of questions generated by the structured methodology of Information Mapping’s method. Quite often these questions will result in the expert pausing and then saying: “Oh, my God, we didn’t think of that! How did you think of it? You’ve only been learning about the system for a couple of days, and I’ve been working on it for a year!”

Why the Method Uncovers Errors and Design Flaws
We began to get interested in this design flaw discovery feature of Information Mapping’s method after this happened several times. We believe there are two properties of the method that make it easier to discover errors when applied in software engineering projects.

Example and Non-Example Generation. One of the specifications for the technical analysis of concepts in Information Mapping’s method is to generate sufficient examples to cover the range of attributes of a concept. This means that the definition of the concept is tested across all of its significant dimensions.

In software engineering, one typically generates data sets to test all of the dimensions of a given numerical routine. The generation of examples in Information Mapping’s method is analogous to these test data sets.

Furthermore, Information Mapping’s method has a specification for the generation of non-examples that will communicate to the user its limits or instances in which a concept or function does not apply. Non-examples also act like a data set test situation in which you generate a set of wrong data to see how the software calculates on it.

Recursive Question Generation. One of the important properties of Information Mapping’s method is that it enables information analysts and writers to generate questions. These questions are triggered by empty blocks (i.e., information blocks that should be a part of a given map about a topic but for which the writer has no information). This typically triggers the writer to go to the subject matter expert—the software engineer—to obtain the answer. Because our theory suggests that different types of information should have very specific pieces of information associated with it for good communication, particular questions get asked. And these questions are very frequently more systematic than what the software engineer has used to figure out how a particular part of the software operates.

I want to be clear here that I believe that many of the errors that Information Mapping’s analysts are able to catch are those which would have eventually been caught somewhere along the line, in alpha or beta tests. But these errors should not be permitted to get that far. As we know from studies of software engineering economics, the later the error is found, the more expensive it is to the development process.

Suggested Solution: Develop User Manual First
One of the things we have frequently recommended to clients is that they prepare the user manual of the documentation first, at the time the product is being specified, rather than at the end of the project. The design flaws normally caught in our process of developing the manual are thus caught early enough to save a great deal of money.

Comment on the Aeronautical Analogy
Perhaps the “flaw discovery” property of Information Mapping’s method described on these pages would be very much like the systematic planning software routines that engineers use to check their designs. Or perhaps it is a way of putting the aircraft in the wind tunnel to see how it will react. Both test the properties of the aircraft under different conditions.

Similarly, an analogy can be drawn to cockpit design tests where test pilots sit down in a simulator to determine if the dials and controls are usable, and to make suggestions on how something would be better from the pilot’s point of view.